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Ptne Jforesft 3Jmt anti Cottages;
Summerville, S. G.

(22 miles from historic Charleston)

Fully Open January 1, 1923
SPECIAL EARLY RATES TO FEBRUARY 1st

One of the Finest Winter Resort Hotels in Middle South.
Cuisine and Service on Par with Best Metropolitan Hotels.

SPECIAL JANUARY TOURNAMENTS
GOLF TENNIS SADDLE HORSES

Quail, Wild Turkey, Fox and Deer Hunting
No Snow, only Sunshine and Flowers

WILLARD A. SENNA, Manager
Address until Dec. 15th, care of Plymouth Inn, Northampton, Mass.

s.

Cafe des Invalides
(Compounded)

This compound is not all coffee, but
contains about seven eighths coffee, of
the finest grades, blended with vegeta-

ble substances, which have been found
to render it more healthful than pure
coffee, in that it does not produce
nervousness or wakefulness.

"CAFE DES INVALIDES" does not
produce the usual effects.

Yet "CAFE DES INVALIDES"
pleases the most critical coffee

S. PIERCE CO. BOSTON, MASS.
Sold at the Pinehurst Department Store

BRETTON WOODS
The Mount Pleasant -:- - The Mount Washington

, C. J. ROOT, Manager

In the Heart of the
White Mountains of New Hampshire

18 Hole Championship Course and a 9 Hole Course

winter: hotel clarendon
Seabreeze, Florida

PINEHURST
DEPARTMENT

STORE
PINEHURST, INC., Owner

THE HOUSE OF
SPECIALTY SHOPS

Pinehurst, N. G.

J. F. Adams defeated N. B. Wallace .2 and 1

W. P. Andrews defeated J. H. Bialas 3 and 2

A. J. Armstrong defeated J. Kent Rawley 4 and 3

A. H. Plummer defeated Lawrence Barr .5 and 4

Second Round
C. W. Harmon defeated C. A. Chandler 4' and 3

E. K. Heath defeated J. J. Jones .5 and 3

J. F. Adams defeated W. P. Andrews 2 and 1

A. J. Armstrong defeated A. H. Plummer 5 and 3

Semi-Fin- al Round
C. W. Harmon defeated E. K. Heath 7 and 6
A. J. Armstrong defeated J. F. Adams 3 and 2

Final Round
Harmon defeated Armstrong 4 and 2

Beaten Eight First Round
Arthur Newcomb defeated Curtis Wiggs 1 up
E. L. Barnes won from D. A. Magoon by default
J. Kent Rawley won from Lawrence Barr .5 and 4

J. H. Bialas won from N. B. Wallace by default

Semi-Fin- al Round
E. L. Barnes won from Arthur Newcomb by default
J. H. Bialas defeated J. Kent Rawley 4 and 3

Final Round
Barnes defeated Bialas 2 up

Some Sandhill History
(Continued from page 6)

an expedition to probe the raging McDeed's creek around the
bridge at the site of the old Yadkin ford, and brethren, what a find
it would be if we might dig up those ancient pieces of artillery
that the British dragged up from Charleston perhaps to Camden,
then to Guilford Courthouse, and then abandoned on the burden-
some retreat to Wilmnigton after his campaign into the interior of
the Carolinas proved a failure to the British aspirations, and the
practical guarantee of the success of the new government in the
colonies.

I would not like to lay too much encouragement on finding those
guns, but I know that while the men were doing the excavation
on the golf links at the Mid-Pin- es golf course one of them unearthed
a Spanish piece of money that he uncovered from beneath a
siderable depth below the surface, and under considerable vegetation
that had overgrown the whole vicinity. That coin was from away
back in the century that saw the war of revolution fought, and it
shows that somebody was around that country a long time ago. If
you can find Spanish pieces of eight under ground at Mid-Pin- es a
man might be justified in taking up with the sport of hunting for
bigger game in the shape of cannon down at the creek, for the creek
is only a short walk from the golf grounds, and it stands to reason
that when Cornwallis had dragged those guns that far on his way
back to Wilmington he would realize that if he could not do any-

thing with them up at Guilford he could not do a great deal more
where he was going next. Then it is cheaper to go to the quarter-
master's headquarters and get other guns than to struggle all the
way from here to Wilmington through the sand with those that
could not chase the continental soldiers away up at Guilford. Prob-
ably the guns are there. Certainly the mulberry tree where Corn-
wallis tied mV horse at Carthage as his command stopped there over
night was there until a storm a few years ago blowed it down.
And certainly no wind could blow down a gun that is already down.
So why not an expedition to hunt up those lost guns over on the
Midland road at McDeed's creek ?


